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“Master Xuanyuan, I’m sorry! I’m sorry! I’ve lost my composure! This Yun Chujiu is really too 

mischievous! She actually got a negative score!” Du Guyi laughed so hard that the wrinkles on his head 

appeared. One could see how pleased he was in his heart! 

 

Although Fairy Yu Mei and Daoist Zhenyi did not agree with Du Guyi, a faint smile appeared on their 

faces. It was obvious that they were in a good mood. With Yun Chujiu’s help, they could easily surpass 

Spirit Radiance Sect’s results! 

 

Even though Master Xuanyuan tried his best to remain calm, this kind of situation was too unbelievable. 

For tens of thousands of years, he had never heard of anyone who could charge in and get a negative 

score!! ‘Little Ancestor, just what kind of wicked thing did you do?!’ 

 

At that moment, Yun Chujiu was also dumbfounded. After the sound of the first level being passed, a 

stone platform appeared in front of Yun Chujiu. On top of it was a bottle of medicinal pills. 

 

Yun Chujiu picked it up and sniffed it. It was indeed spirit gathering pills, but this fellow did not eat it. 

Firstly, it was useless for her to eat it. The strange grass in her Dantian had a refined appetite and she no 

longer eats low-level medicinal pills. Secondly, this thing might have existed for tens of thousands of 

years. She would definitely have diarrhea after eating it! 

 

Yun Chujiu was still complaining when a white light flashed in front of her eyes. The scene changed 

again—this time it was a boundless grassland. 

 

Yun Chujiu was looking around when three Tier Five Gale Wolves pounced on her. She was still using 

lightning to strike the wolves while trying to find the core of the array! 

 

This girl was really smart. Just by memorizing a few array books in her mind, she had already figured out 

the trick. To put it bluntly, the array was just a numerical deduction. For someone like Yun Chujiu who 

had abnormal mental calculation ability, it was simply a piece of cake! 

 



Finally, after a series of calculations and a few failed attempts, Yun Chujiu finally succeeded in finding 

the core of the array! 

 

She took the big kitchen knife and started digging. As she was digging, she said, “This big kitchen knife is 

a really good tool with many uses. It can be used to cut firewood, cut beehives, and now it can be used 

to dig soil! It’s such a treasure for traveling! The most important thing is that I haven’t spent any money. 

It’s something that the big kitchen wanted to throw away!” 

 

After digging more than three feet deep, they finally found a three-foot-diameter array plate. In the 

middle of the array plate, there were ten shiny stones! 

 

“Oh my, what kind of Spirit Stone is this? It looks even more high-grade than a high-grade Spirit Stone!” 

Yun Chujiu reached out her evil claws and dug out a piece to examine it carefully. 

 

“Master, this is a supreme-grade Spirit Stone! I’ve seen it at Little Huahua’s place before!” the rolling pin 

said excitedly. 

 

“Supreme-grade Spirit Stone? It sounds awesome! It must be even more valuable than a high-grade 

Spirit Stone! I’m rich! I’m rich! I won’t leave a single piece for this damn Wuwei Tower. I’ll pack it up and 

take it with me! If I wasn’t afraid of any danger, I would’ve even dug out the formation plate for it!” 

 

“Today is a good day. I can do whatever I want…” Yun Chujiu hummed a song as she dug out the 

supreme-grade Spirit Stone. She was in a great mood. 

 

“Hahaha! I’m practically a treasure hunter! Who else can find Spirit Stones during a trial?!” Yun Chujiu 

held the Spirit Stones in her hand. No matter how she looked at it, she liked it a lot. ‘One high-grade 

Spirit Stone is equivalent to ten thousand low-grade Spirit Stones. This supreme-grade Spirit Stone is 

estimated to be equivalent to one million low-grade Spirit Stones. This is ten million! Hahaha, I’m rich! 

Perhaps the higher the level, the more Spirit Stones there will be!’ 

 



Just as Yun Chujiu was bubbling with beauty, she heard the emotionless voice say with a slight twist 

“Second level of the Wuwei Tower trial, passed. Trial-taker, Yun Chujiu, destroyed Wuwei Tower’s 

facilities. The reward will be cancelled. Points previously collected were negative two hundred. New 

accumulated points is negative one hundred.” 

 


